American Society of Interventional Pain Physicians (ASIPP) was created to promote the recognition of the interventional pain management specialty, expand educational opportunities, improve resources and, most importantly, increase safety and quality of the unique and effective interventional techniques offered to our patients.

To help further increase patient safety, while decrease your risk of a medical malpractice claim, ASIPP has endorsed Willow Risk Advisors Insurance Agency as their professional liability insurance partner. Willow Risk Advisors has teamed up with NORCAL Group to develop an exclusive Medical Malpractice Insurance Program tailored specifically to serve Interventional Pain Physicians.

PROGRAM AND POLICY

HIGHLIGHTS:

› Premium Discounts Available Exclusively for ASIPP Members*
› Administrative Defense – Relevant reimbursement coverage for regulatory and review board proceedings in addition to loss of earning
› Cyber Shared Limits $100K per event / $100K standard aggregate limit with higher limits available
› Free Tail in the Event of Retirement, Disability or Death – No minimum age requirement†
› Aggressive Claims Handling – Retaining seasoned medical malpractice defense attorneys to represent you and utilizing medical experts who practice in the same specialty as you
› Right to Consent To Settle – True policyholder control of whether to settle**
› Complimentary Award-winning Risk Management CME activities – Including access to a Mobile app for CME activities, including on-demand webcasts and articles‡

PARTNERS

The NORCAL Group of companies provide medical professional liability insurance, risk management solutions and provider wellness resources to physicians, healthcare extenders, medical groups, hospitals, community clinics, and allied healthcare facilities throughout the country.

Willow Risk Advisors is a national insurance brokerage with over 20 years’ experience in handling and placing Healthcare Professional Liability Insurance for physicians, outpatient surgery centers, miscellaneous healthcare facilities and hospitals.

For more information contact
Thomas Wierzbowski
Phone: 267-448-5087 x 1001
Email: tom@willowrisk.com

* Must be an active American Society of Interventional Pain Physicians member
† Other qualifications may apply
** Subject to state law and policy terms
‡ Must be completed annually to receive the available program credits
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